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Abstract—Owing to the imminent fixed mobile convergence,
Internet applications are frequently accessed through mobile
devices. Given limited bandwidth and unreliable wireless chan-
nels, content delivery in mobile networks usually experiences
long delay. To accelerate content delivery in mobile networks,
many solutions have been proposed. In this paper, we present
a comprehensive survey of most relevant research activities
for content delivery acceleration in mobile networks. We first
investigate the live network measurements, and identify the
network obstacles that dominate the content delivery delays.
Then, we classify existing content delivery acceleration solutions
in mobile networks into three categories: mobile system evolution,
content and network optimization, and mobile data offloading,
and provide an overview of available solutions in each category.
Finally, we survey the content delivery acceleration solutions
tailored for web content delivery and multimedia delivery. For
web content delivery acceleration, we overview existing web
content delivery systems and summarize their features. For mul-
timedia delivery acceleration, we focus on accelerating HTTP-
based adaptive streaming while briefly review other multimedia
delivery acceleration solutions. This paper presents a timely
survey on content delivery acceleration in mobile networks, and
provides a comprehensive reference for further research in this
field.

Index Terms—Content delivery acceleration, mobile networks
optimization, mobile system evolution, content adaptation and
optimization, mobile data offloading.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONTENT delivery acceleration, whose market is fore-
casted to grow to $ 5.5 billion in 2015 [1], attracts

tremendous research efforts from both industry and academia
[2]. With the rapid development of radio access techniques
and mobile devices, Internet applications are gradually moved
to mobile networks. As shown in Fig. 1, mobile data traffic
is forecasted to increase exponentially, and mobile web and
video applications are the major mobile data generators which
account for 20% and 70.5% of the total data traffic, respec-
tively [3]. Mobile web applications consume low bandwidth,
but are sensitive to network latency. Subscribers usually expect
a page to be loaded in less than two seconds, and 40% of
subscribers wait for no more than 3 seconds before leaving
the web sites [4]. Thus, for a content provider, a one second
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Fig. 1. Mobile data traffic share [3].

delay in page load time can result in lost conversions, fewer
page views, and a decrease in customer satisfaction [5].

Mobile video applications generate the largest wireless data
traffic volume. Different video applications behave differently
in term of bandwidth consumption. For example, applications
such as Netflix and Hulu adopt adaptive HTTP streaming
which adjusts the bit rates according to the network condi-
tions. Adaptive HTTP streaming usually consumes as much
bandwidth as possible to maintain the best possible quality of
the video. Video applications like YouTube, however, behave
differently. They usually start at the lowest possible bit rate,
and allow the subscribers to select the bit rates. Despite
the difference on bandwidth usages, both categories of video
applications are bandwidth consuming, and their bandwidth
consumption grows rapidly owing to the availability of the
high-definition video and the increased screen size of the
mobile devices. Therefore, accelerating mobile web and video
content delivery is crucial to enhance the quality of experience
(QoE) of the subscribers in mobile networks.

Fig. 2 illustrates the world wide mobile subscriptions by
technology. GSM/EDGE enabled mobile networks attract the
largest number of subscribers and will continue to share a large
portion of the total number of mobile subscribers. The number
of subscribers of WCDMA/HSPA technology grows rapidly,
and will lead the market by 2017. LTE is currently being
deployed and will be used by a small portion of the subscribers
[5]. Therefore, most of the exponentially increased data traffic
will inject into the mobile networks powered by GSM/EDGE
or WCDMA/HSPA technologies. Suffering from the dramatic
data traffic increases, the content delivery delay can be arbi-
trarily long, thus degrading subscribers’ QoE. Hence, network
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Fig. 2. Mobile subscriptions by technology, 2008-2017 [5].

optimization and content delivery acceleration solutions are
urgently needed in GSM/EDGE or WCDMA/HSPA mobile
networks. Therefore, we focus the scope of the survey on
mobile networks powered by GSM/EDGE or WCDMA/HSPA
technologies.

To understand the performance of mobile networks, many
measurement studies have been presented. These studies
unveil the obstacles that delay content delivery in mobile
networks, and shed lights on the research directions for
enhancing the performance of mobile networks. Noticing the
shortcomings of mobile networks, many solutions have been
proposed to reduce content delivery latency and enhance
subscribers’ QoE in mobile networks. Fig. 3 shows the clas-
sification hierarchy of available content delivery acceleration
solutions. We classify these solutions into three categories, the
mobile system evolution, the content and network optimiza-
tion, and the mobile data offloading. Within each category,
the techniques are further classified. Mobile communication
system evolution is one of the major solutions to address the
problem with mobile networks. On the one hand, to meet the
increasing demands for mobile data services, the 3rd Gen-
eration Partnership Project (3GPP) has established evolution
plans to enhance the performances of mobile communication
systems. 3GPP LTE (Long Term Evolution) Advanced is a
mobile communication standard for next generation mobile
communication system featured with high speed and low la-
tency. LTE Advanced networks adopt multi-input-multi-output
(MIMO) and orthogonal frequency-division multiple access
(OFDMA) to enhance the capacity as well as the reliability of
wireless links, introduces the EPS (Evolved Packet System)
[6] to reduce the amount of protocol related processing, and
integrates cognitive radio techniques to expand the available
bandwidth in the system. On the other hand, mobile networks
and content delivery networks are being integrated to provide
end-to-end acceleration for mobile content delivery [7].

The content and network optimization techniques are further
classified into three categories based on their application
domains. The first category pertains to the content domain
techniques including caching, data redundancy elimination,
prefetching, and data compression. These techniques aim to
reduce the traffic volume over mobile networks, thus reducing
the network congestion and accelerating content delivery. The
second category refers to the techniques applied in the network
domain. These techniques include the the handover optimiza-

tion, the queue management techniques, network coding, the
TCP optimization, and the session layer optimization. The
network domain techniques optimize the operation of mobile
networks and communication protocols, and thus enhance
network performance. The third category includes the cross
domain techniques such as the content adaptation techniques
and the protocol adaptation techniques. Content adaptation is
to adjust the original content according to the mobile network
conditions and the characteristics of mobile devices. Content
adaptation can efficiently reduce the data volume over mobile
networks and accelerate the content delivery. Protocol adaption
is to optimize the communication protocols according to the
application behaviors. It reduces the network chattiness, and
thus reduces the content delivery delay.

The significant data traffic increase may congest the mobile
network, and lead to long delay in content deliveries. Offload-
ing data traffic from congested mobile networks is a promising
method to reduce network congestion. Mobile data offloading
techniques include two perspectives. The first one is to directly
offload mobile data to high speed networks, e.g., WiFi. The
second one is network aggregation which allows subscribers
simultaneously utilizing their multiple radio interfaces, e.g.,
3G, WiFi, and Bluetooth, to retrieve the content. Mobile data
offloading techniques reduce the pressure on mobile networks
in term of data volume, thus enhancing network performance
in term of content delivery.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
analyzes the live network measurements and identifies the
dominant obstacles that delay the content delivery in mobile
networks. Section III discusses the latency reduction achieved
by mobile system evolution. Section IV provides an overview
of content and network optimization techniques. Section V
presents mobile data traffic offloading techniques. Section VI
discusses the web content delivery acceleration systems for
mobile networks. Section VII presents multimedia delivery
acceleration solutions. Section VIII concludes the paper and
discusses several open issues related to content delivery ac-
celeration in mobile networks.

II. MOBILE NETWORK MEASUREMENTS

Understanding the performance of mobile networks and
identifying the performance bottlenecks are the first step
toward accelerating content delivery in mobile networks. In
this section, we overview the studies on mobile networks
measurements and generalize the dominant factors that deteri-
orate network performance with respect to the content delivery
delay.

A. Packets Retransmission

To alleviate the impact of wireless errors on network per-
formance, 3G mobile networks adopt two-layer retransmission
mechanisms: MAC (Media Access Control) layer hybrid-ARQ
(Automatic Repeat-reQuest) and RLC (Radio Link Control)
layer ARQ [8]. Hybrid-ARQ located in NodeB targets fast
retransmission and provides feedback on the decoding at-
tempts to the transmitter after each transmission. The excessive
feedbacks introduce additional cost to the mobile system.
To keep a reasonable feedback overhead, hybrid-ARQ does
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Fig. 3. Classification hierarchy of content delivery acceleration solutions in mobile networks.

not provide feedback on every decoding attempt that results
in a hybrid-ARQ residual error. RLC layer ARQ located
in the RNC (Radio Network Controller) requires relatively
infrequently RLC status reports, and can achieve low error rate
with small cost. However, RLC layer ARQ takes more packet
recovery time than hybrid-ARQ. The two-layer retransmission
architecture achieves a fast retransmission attributed to hybrid-
ARQ and a reliable packet delivery facilitated by RLC layer
ARQ.

However, these retransmission mechanisms introduce delay
spikes, and around 15% of the packets over the UMTS
(Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) network are
affected by the delay spikes [9]. One reason for the delay
spike is the out of order delivery of transport blocks, PDUs
(Protocol Data Units). Since the hybrid-ARQ processes oper-
ate independently, PDUs may be delivered out of order. In
this case, the RLC layer ARQ, which assures in-sequence
delivery, has to buffer all the out of order PDUs and to reorder
them, thus resulting in the delay spike. Another reason of the
delay spike is the residual errors of the hybrid-ARQ. To assure
reliable delivery, RLC layer retransmissions are scheduled
when hybrid-ARQ processes fail to deliver the data units. RLC
layer ARQ consume more time than hybrid-ARQ processes,
and cause the delay spikes. Such delay spikes increase the
RTT of mobile networks and result in a long delay of a
significant IP-packets service time [10]. The long packet delay
sometimes causes TCP RTO (Retransmission Timeout) that
further deteriorates network performance [11].

B. Queuing in Mobile Core Networks

In a mobile core network, data services are supported by
the packet switch domain, which consists of SGSN (Serving
GPRS Support Node) and GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support
Node). SGSN performs mobility management, logical link
control, and data units routing while GGSN acts as an IP
gateway which connects the mobile core network with the
WAN (Wide Area Network). Since the mobile core network
connects the high speed Internet with low speed radio network,
the queuing delay in the mobile core network is unavoidable.

The queuing delay is exacerbated by the large sending buffer
in SGSN. To accommodate the time-varying wireless channel
and improve the channel utilization, SGSN is usually equipped
with large buffers, which result in long queuing delay when
the wireless channel rate is low due to the bad channel
condition or user mobility [12]. In addition, heavy traffic
loads of the cell negatively impact the queuing delay [13].
As a result, the queuing delay in SGSN dominates 3G core
network latency [14]. The excessive queuing delay leads to
RTT inflation, retransmission timer inflation, SYN timeout,
and higher recovery time, thus prolonging the packet delivery
time.

C. Network Asymmetry

As compared to the downlink, the uplink of mobile net-
works has smaller channel rates and is prone to wireless errors
[15]. The reasons for the asymmetry are multifold. Unlike the
downlink channel, the uplink channel is non-orthogonal and
subject to interference between uplink transmissions. Also,
with limited processing ability and transmission power, the
high order modulation is less useful. In addition, the uplink
scheduler and the transmission buffers are located in different
places: the former is located in NodeB while the later in
UE (User Equipment). Such separation requires UE signal
buffer status information to the scheduler since the wireless
schedulers are very sensitive to the buffer status (application
rates) [16]. The additional signalling processes may result in
inefficient scheduling. Because of the weaknesses, the uplink
performance limits the RTT of the networks [11], and the UE
with larger uplink traffic experiences longer RTT [17].

D. Queue Management

Owing to the differences between wireline networks and
mobile networks, the queue management scheme designed
for wireline networks, e.g., RED (Random Early Detection),
may face some problems in mobile networks [18]. RED
monitors the average queue length and drops packets based
on statistical probabilities. If the average queue length is
smaller than a predefined threshold, all incoming packets
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are accepted. Otherwise, the incoming packets will be drop
base on statistical probabilities which are increasing as the
queue grows. When the queue is full, all incoming packets
will be dropped [19]. One problem is that a static minimum
threshold 1 cannot effectively maintains the queue size. A
static minimum threshold often fails to reflect the capacity
of the time varying wireless channel. Moreover, the mobile
network has a larger queue draining latency due to its lower
bandwidth. As a result, if the mobile network experiences a
temporal bandwidth shrink, a queue will be built up, and is not
easily drained. Another problem is related to the probabilistic
discarding. The probabilistic discarding may lead to a delayed
congestion feedback. Considering the large queue draining
delay, the delayed feedback can result in over-buffering and
excessive queuing delay. In addition, mobile networks keep
a per user queue, and thus the statistical multiplexing in the
queue is lower since the queue is shared by at most 2 − 4
flows. The probability that the discarded packets are from the
same connection is higher. Therefore, the connections that are
not granted fair share of the bandwidth will experience longer
delay.

E. First Packet Delay

In 3G networks, a subscriber’s first packet tends to experi-
ence high jitter due to the delay in state transition and the delay
related to the network registration and resource allocation [20].
UEs may be in different RRC (Radio Resource Contorl) states,
which are shown in Fig. 4. UEs are either in the idle mode or
connected mode when they are powered on. When UEs are
in the connected mode, they may be in four different states:
CELL DCH (Cell Dedicated Channel), CELL FACH (Cell
Forward Access Channel), CELL PCH (Cell Page channel),
and URA PCH (UTRAN Registration Area Paging Channel)
[21]. The state transitions between different states have a direct
impact on the latency. For instance, it usually takes 2 − 4
seconds to transit from CELL FACH to CELL DCH
since it requires to set up the DCH (Dedicated Channel)
channel [11]. As a result, the first packet tends to experience
longer delay. Another reason of the first packet delay is related
to the network registration and the resource allocation. To
access the packet switch services, UEs have to experience a
three-phase activation process. They are GPRS Attach, PDP
Content Activation and RAB Establishment, and Register
with IMS [22]. After this process, the wireless resources are
allocated to the UE, and then the UE can access the packet
switch services. Such activation process introduces additional
latency of the first packet.

F. TCP Flaws

TCP is one of the core protocols of the Internet protocol
suites. Many popular applications such as web services, http-
based streaming, e-mail and file transfer rely on TCP to
provide reliable point to point communications. Therefore,
the performance of TCP has a significant impact on the
service delivery latency over wireless networks [23]. In this

1If the queue size is larger than the minimum threshold, the incoming
packets will be dropped according to a predefined probability.

Fig. 4. The RRC states in UMTS [21].

subsection, we discuss two TCP flaws: TCP slow start and
TCP ACK compression, and their impacts on delivery latency.

1) TCP Slow Start: TCP utilizes the slow start and the
congestion avoidance to probe the available bandwidth. At
the beginning of one connection, the TCP sender sends the
data units according to a predefined CWND (Congestion WiN-
Dow), and exponentially increases the CWND at every ACK
(ACKnowledgement) until reaching the predefined threshold.
Then, TCP enters the congestion avoidance phase. The slow
start of TCP has a significant impact on the user perceived
service response time [24]. At the start up phase, the band-
width is not fully utilized, and it takes several RTTs to ramp
the congestion window up to the link BDP (Bandwidth Delay
Product) [25]. Moreover, most of the TCP flows generated by
popular mobile services, e.g., web service, are short lived and
only experience the slow start phase [26]. Therefore, the user
perceived network throughput is limited by the initial CWND
rather than the network capacity. Such limitation deteriorates
the service latency.

2) TCP ACK Compression: TCP ACK compression is a
well known problem in wireless networks [27]. Owing to the
link asymmetry and in-order delivery, several ACKs can be
compressed. ACK compression disturbs the synchronization
between the TCP sender and the receiver, and worsens the
network congestion, therefore increasing the service response
time over mobile networks [10].

G. Application Misbehavior

The applications optimized for Internet may misbehave in
the wireless environment. One of the misbehavior is the TCP
concurrency which refers to the case that the application opens
several TCP connections with the server simultaneously. TCP
concurrency is efficient in wireline networks since it reduces
the impact of TCP slow start and the delay caused by in-
sequence fetching. However, using multiple TCP connections
has several flaws [28] over wireless networks. First, the
simultaneous TCP connections often cause the so-called self
congestion, and delay the new TCP connection setup [24].
Although Huang et al. [29] showed that using multiple TCP
connections in wireless networks improves the web page
download time by 30%, the study is under the assumption
that the network condition (the RTT) is unchanged during
the experiment. The real world measurement showed that the
RTT increases as the number of simultaneous TCP connection
increases [17]. The RTT inflation has a negative impact on
the web page download time, and results in degraded network
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Fig. 5. Packets loss in the handover process.

performance. Second, establishing a TCP connection, which
requires the three way hand shake, introduces significant
latency. Third, the protocol control overhead is high and
consequently degrades the performance. Thus, the number of
concurrent TCP connections should be optimized according
to the wireless network condition; otherwise, it will introduce
additional delay rather than improvements.

H. Mobile Devices
Because of the limited capability, the mobile devices them-

selves are found to be one of the limiting factors for mobile
applications. One of the limitations is the low transmission
power of the mobile device that results in a relatively unre-
liable uplink and TCP misbehavior, e.g., ACK compression,
thus increasing the service response time. Another limitation
is the limited computing ability and small buffer size. With the
limited computing ability, UE requires long time to process the
incoming data, especially for the multimedia content. Given
the small buffer size, the receive buffer will be filled quickly.
Thus, the TCP sender will pause sending the data since the
receive buffer is not available. This results in a long period
of TCP idle during the data transmission, thus significantly
impacting the service response time [29].

I. User Mobility
User mobility, which often triggers the handoff process,

impacts network latency by introducing the handover delay. As
a result, mobile users experience far worse performance than
stationary users [30]. Network layer handover latency, which
is caused by network registration delay and route update delay,
is one of the limitations for IP-based mobile networks [31].
In addition, the handover processes can result in high packet
losses [32]. As shown in Fig. 5, if the data packets arrive at the
corresponding point earlier than the route update information,
they will be forwarded through the old path to NodeB 1. Since
the mobile user is already attached to NodeB 2, data packets
sent through NodeB 1 will be lost. These packet losses may
result in excessive delays.

Fig. 6. Overall System Architecture [6].

III. MOBILE SYSTEM EVOLUTION

To reduce network latency and secure subscribers’ QoE,
mobile communication systems are enhanced from two per-
spectives. On the one hand, a new radio access network
architecture named EUTRAN has been adopted in 3GPP
LTE Advanced. EUTRAN adopts a flat architecture which
simplifies signaling processes and reduces network latency. On
the other hand, mobile networks and content delivery networks
are being integrated to accelerate content delivery in mobile
networks.

A. EUTRAN

As shown in Fig. 6, EUTRAN applies a flat architecture
which allows eNodeBs communicate with each other through
X2 interfaces. EUTRAN eliminates RNC, and moves its
functions into eNodeB. By simplifying the system architec-
ture, EUTRAN reduces the overall amount of protocol-related
processing, and thus reduces the latency. In the following, we
discuss the latency reduction in both the control plane and
user plane in EUTRAN.

1) Control Plane Latency Reduction: EUTRAN adopts
a simple RRC state machine and limits its states to two:
RRC IDLE and RRC CONNECTED as shown in Fig. 7.
In the RRC IDLE state, there is no connection between
eNodeB and UE. The state switching from RCC IDLE to
RCC CONNECTED is triggered by either the service ac-
tivation from UEs or paging messages from eNodeBs. In
the RRC CONNECTED states, there is an active connection
between UE and eNodeB, and data or signaling message can
be exchanged over wireless channels. If there is no service
activity for a certain duration, UE returns to the RRC IDLE
state. As compared to RRC states in UMTS as shown in Fig.
4, the simple RRC state machine in EUTRAN helps reduce
the first packet delay as discussed in Section II. Mohan et
al. [33] compares control plane latency in UMTS and LTE,
and showed that the latency of the mobile originated call setup
from the idle state has been improved from 1717 ms in UMTS
to 188 ms in LTE. This significant latency reduction improves
the responsiveness of mobile networks.
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Fig. 7. The RRC states in EPS [34].

2) User Plane Latency Reduction: As shown in Fig. 8,
radio access networks of EPS (EUTRAN) has eliminated
RNC, and relocates its functions to eNodeB. In EUTRAN,
compression and ciphering functions are supported by the
PDCP (Packet Data Convergence Protocol) layer at eNodeB.
In addition, both hybrid-ARQ and RLC layer ARQ are ac-
commodated in the eNodeB. Therefore, in EUTRAN, only
one buffer of header compressed and ciphered IP packets is
required for data processing. This system architecture helps
reduce latency in the user plane from two aspects. First,
this architecture reduces the queuing delay in radio access
networks. In UMTS, data processing requires two separated
queues at RNC and NodeB, respectively. Hence, a flow control
mechanism is required in order to maintain an optimal queue
size at NodeB. The flow control mechanism between RNC and
NodeB may introduce additional queuing delay. By merging
functions of RNC and NodeB into eNodeB, only one buffer
is required for data processing in EUTRAN. Therefore, the
queuing delay is reduced. Second, this architecture reduces the
delay caused by handover processes. As mentioned in Section
II, excessive delays may be introduced by handover processes
in 3G mobile networks. EUTRAN introduces a new inter-
eNodeB interface, X2, to reduce the delay caused by handover
processes. The X2 interface enables a flat architecture in
EUTRN which accelerates the network registration procedure
during handover. In addition, X2 interfaces allow data buffer to
be forwarded between source and target eNodeBs, thus reduc-
ing the probability of packet loss during handover processes
[34].

B. Integrating Mobile Networks and CDN

Mobile networks which are originally designed for voice
and data communications are not optimized for content de-
livery. Therefore, the performance of mobile networks in
term of content delivery cannot be guaranteed. Integrating
mobile networks and CDN provides end-to-end solutions for
content delivery in mobile networks and enhances network
performance. Ericsson and Akamai proposed the mobile cloud
accelerator which reserves a portion of network bandwidth
for the premium content. Therefore, the content with higher
priority can avoid the delay caused by network congestion, and
be delivered faster. In addition, Blumofe et al. [35] proposed
to deploy caching proxy into mobile networks to accelerate
content delivery.

Fig. 8. UMTS and EPS downlink user plane handling comparison [34].

IV. CONTENT AND NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we present an overview of available content
and network optimization techniques which are classified into
content domain techniques, network domain techniques, and
cross domain techniques.

A. Content Domain Techniques

Wireless links usually have constrained bandwidth that leads
to an excessive queuing delay in mobile core networks. Re-
ducing the traffic volume over mobile networks can accelerate
the wireless transmission, thus alleviating the queuing delay.
Content domain techniques aim to reduce the data volume
over mobile networks. They include caching, data redundancy
elimination, prefetching, and data compression.

1) Caching: Caching stores copies of frequently requested
content in subscribers’ local cache or in the cache proxy
located at the network edge. Instead of being responded by the
original content server, subscribers’ requests are responded by
their local cache or the cache proxy close to them. In this way,
caching effectively reduces network traffic and the number
of RTTs required to download content, thus improving the
content delivery performance in term of the service response
time. The performance of the caching scheme is determined by
the hit rate of the cache; the higher the hit rate, the better the
performance. To maximize the hit rate, Chakravorty et al. [28]
presented a novel caching scheme that utilizes content hash to
eliminate the redundant caching. The caching scheme indexes
the objects by using content hash, and maps the URLs to the
respective hash key. Since the same objects have the identical
hash value, they are only cached for one time even though
they may be pointed to by different URLs. In dynamically
generated web pages, mapping multiple URLs to the same
content is commonplace. Therefore, the content hash based
caching scheme can significantly improve the hit rate of the
client cache.
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2) Data Redundancy Elimination: Data redundancy elimi-
nation techniques have been proven to be an efficient way to
reduce the traffic load on bandwidth constraint networks [36].
The redundancy elimination algorithms rely on the caches
deployed at both end of the link. When there is a packet,
the ingress nodes find the common sequences of the bytes in
the packets in their cache and replace them with a fixed size
pointer. Receiving the pointer, the egress nodes decode the
content from their local caches. However, the wireless loss
can lead to unsynchronized caches between the sender and
the receiver, and results in incorrect decoding of the content.
To address this problem, the informed marking scheme was
proposed to detect the packet losses and to prevent redun-
dancy elimination algorithms from using them for encodings
[37]. With the informed marking, redundancy elimination
algorithms can save more than 60% of the bandwidth, thus
reducing the queuing delay in the mobile core networks.

3) Prefetching: Prefetching techniques hide network la-
tency from the users by predicting the users’ next requests,
and pre-retrieving the corresponding contents. The prefetching
system usually consists of two modules: a prediction module
that predicts the users’ next requests and a pre-retrieving mod-
ule that processes the prefetching. The prediction algorithms
can be classified into two major categories: history-based
prediction algorithms and content-based prediction algorithms
[38]. The history-based prediction algorithms predict the fu-
ture requests based on the observed pattern of past requests.
There are two main techniques for the history-based prediction
algorithms: Markov precess models [39], and data mining
techniques [40]. The content based prediction algorithms focus
on the content of the web pages that have been requested, and
identify the contents that are of particular interests to the users
[41]. The recommendations from the prediction module are
stored in a hint list, which consists of a set of URLs that are
likely requested by the user in a near future. The pre-retrieving
module fetches the URLs in the hint list when the bandwidth is
available. Khemmarat et al. [42] proposed a video prefetching
system which consists of a search result-based prefetching
scheme and a recommendation-aware prefetching scheme.
The search result-based prefetching scheme utilizes the video
search results provided by the video sharing sites such as
Youtube and Youku as hints, while recommendation-aware
prefetching scheme is to prefetch the video prefix in the
recommendation list provided by the video sharing sites.

4) Data Compression: Data compression techniques ac-
celerate content delivery by reducing the data volume gen-
erated by applications. For web services, data compression
algorithms can be classified into two categories: the intra
web page compression and the inter web pages compression.
The intra web page compression techniques reduce the data
redundancies within the web page. The intra web pages
compression can be further classified as lossless compression
and lossy compression. The former applies to the text or binary
based content such as HTML files and Javascripts. The later
usually applies to the image based contents like pictures and
videos, and it trades the image quality for the image size.

The inter web pages compression minimizes the redundan-
cies between the web pages. Delta encoding is one of the inter
web pages compression techniques. It identifies the difference

between the new web page and the old one, and sends only the
difference to the web clients. Using delta encoding, the web
clients avoid downloading the whole web page very time it is
accessed. Therefore, delta encoding can significantly reduce
the amount of traffic over the network, thus accelerating the
web services [43].

B. Network Domain Techniques

Network domain techniques, which are to optimize mobile
networks and communication protocols, can be classified into
five categories: the handover optimization, the queue manage-
ment techniques, network coding, the TCP optimization, and
the session layer optimization.

1) Handover Optimization Techniques: As shown in the
network measurement studies, handover delays may cause
excessive packet losses and degrade network performance
in term of content delivery. IP soft handover can reduce
the handover latency and the packet loss during handover
processes. It reduces the handover latency by providing the
mobile hosts the information about the new access point and
the associated subnet prefix information before they switch to
the new access point [44]. Thus, the subscribers can execute
the network registration and address resolution prior to the
switch. In addition, as compared to hard handover, it reduces
the packet loss because it does not disconnect from the
previous access point until the route information is updated
in the corresponding node. Nurvitadhi et al. [32] proposed
adaptive semi-soft handover that further improves the latency
performance by optimizing the tune-in time 2 based on the
network conditions.

2) Queue Management Techniques: As discussed in the
network measurement studies, queue management schemes
designed for Internet face several problems in mobile net-
works. By addressing these problems, the queue management
schemes tailored for mobility can enhance network perfor-
mance. Sagfors et al. [18] proposed to exploit the knowledge
about the time varying link’s capacity, and to dynamically
set the minimum threshold of RED to reflect the network
conditions. In addition, they proposed to apply deterministic
dropping strategies rather than probabilistic dropping strate-
gies. In the deterministic dropping policy, the congestion
is signaled as soon as it is detected by dropping a single
packet. The dropping policy incorporates the discard preven-
tion counter algorithm to avoid multiple losses from the same
TCP connection.

3) Network Coding Techniques: Network coding has
emerged as promising techniques to enhance the robustness
and effectiveness of data transmission over lossy wireless
networks. In the following, we discuss two potential appli-
cations of network coding that can improve mobile network
performance.

Improve HARQ Efficiency: HARQ is adopted by 3G
and 4G mobile networks to enhance the reliability of wire-
less links. The signaling overhead of HARQ may introduce
additional latency into mobile networks. Lang et al. [45]
proposed network coded HARQ (NC-HARQ) which integrates

2The tune-in time is the time when the mobile host switch from the old
access point to the new one.
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network coding into HARQ to increase the efficiency of
HARQ in term of throughput, thus reducing the signaling
overhead. NC-HARQ applies to the scenarios where there are
consecutive erroneous packets. For example, if there are two
consecutive erroneous packets, instead of retransmitting them
individually, NC-HARQ codes the packets using XOR into
one retransmission packet. In this case, NC-HARQ only re-
quires three transmissions to handle two consecutive erroneous
packets while the original HARQ mechanism requires four
transmissions. Therefore, NC-HARQ enhances the HARQ
throughput.

Enhance TCP performance: Most of popular Internet
applications, e.g., web services and video streaming, are based
on TCP to achieve reliable data transfer. However, TCP does
not perform well in mobile networks because of unreliable
wireless links. Therefore, enhancing TCP performance in
mobile networks is crucial for accelerating mobile content
delivery. Network coding is one of promising technologies
that may enhance network performance in lossy networks.
Therefore, integrating network coding into TCP may enhance
TCP performance in lossy networks. Sundararajan et al. [46]
proposed TCP-Network Coding (TCP-NC) which takes advan-
tages of network coding to mask losses from the congestion
control algorithm and achieves effective congestion control
over lossy wireless networks. As shown in Fig. 9, TCP-
NC implements a network coding layer between the internet
protocol layer and the TCP layer. The network coding layer
accepts packets from the TCP layer and buffers them into
encoding buffer until they are acknowledged by the receiver.
The sender sends a linear combination of the packets in the
encoding buffer. Upon receiving a linear combination, the
network coding layer at the receiver side finds out which
packets have been newly seen because of the new arrival
packets. The seen packets define an ordering of the degree
of freedom [46] (i.e., a linear combination that reveals one
unit of new information) which is consistent with the packet
sequence number. The receiver ACKs the degree of freedom
to the sender that allows the TCP congestion window at the
sender side to advance. From the TCP sender’s view, it appears
that the transmitted packets wait in a fictitious queue until
all the degree of the freedom is acknowledged. Therefore,
TCP-NC translates the lossiness of the wireless link into an
additional queuing delay. Thus, TCP-NC adopts TCP-Vegas
which is a delay-triggered congestion control mechanism at
its TCP layer. Kim et al. [47] evaluated the performance of
TCP-NC in lossy wireless networks, and showed that TCP-
NC is able to increase window size fast and maintain a large
window size despite of the wireless losses.

4) TCP Optimization: Beside network coding, other solu-
tions have been proposed to optimize TCP performance in
mobile networks. These solutions can be classified into two
categories. The first category is to design transmission control
mechanisms to maximize the utilization of the available band-
width. The second category is to design ACK mechanisms to
provide accurate feedback on network conditions to the TCP
sender.

Transmission Control Mechanisms: To speed up TCP
connections, several TCP variants have been introduced.
Zhang and Qiu [48] proposed TCP/SPAND, which signifi-

Fig. 9. New network coding layer in the protocol stack [46].

cantly reduces the latency for short transfers. TCP/SPAND
utilizes the shared network performance information to es-
timate the fair share of network resource. Then, based on
both the estimation and the transfer data size, the TCP sender
will determine an optimal CWND size, which minimizes
the number of RTTs required for the transfer. However, the
optimized CWND size can be potentially large. To limit the
maximum burstiness of the outgoing traffic caused by the large
CWND, TCP/SPAND applies a leaky-bucket based pacing
scheme to smoothly sending out the packets in the initial
CWND.

Chakravorty and Pratt [26] designed TCP CWND Clamping
to eliminate the latency caused by TCP slow start. The TCP
variant fixes the initial CWND to an estimation of the BDP
(Bandwidth Delay Products). After sending out the packets
in the initial CWND, the TCP CWND Clamping goes into
a self-clocking state in which it clocks out one segment each
time it receives an ACK for an equivalent amount of data from
the receiver. Such design reduces the queuing delay since it
limites the cwnd to BDP, and enables quick recovery from loss
by limiting the data over the link. Goff et al. [49] proposed
Freeze-TCP to prevent the TCP sender from dropping the
CWND during the handoff process. In Freeze-TCP, the mobile
user monitors the signal strength, detects the handoff, and
predicts a temporary disconnection. Then, the mobile user
signals the TCP sender to freeze the TCP flow to prevent
the reduction of CWND due to excessive packet losses during
the handoff process.

Rodriguez and Fridman [50] proposed TCP connection
sharing which takes advantages of the concurrent TCP con-
nections to estimate the RTT and congestion window size.
The enhanced TCP stack caches the RTTs and congestion
window sizes of current or recently expired TCP connections,
according to which, TCP estimates the initial CWND of new
connections to the same mobile host. In this way, the starting
parameters can be effectively estimated, thus reducing the
latency incurred by the TCP slow start phase.

Han et al. [51] designed a new TCP algorithm, TCP-
ME (Mobile Edge), to accelerate content delivery in mo-
bile networks. Considering the QoS (Quality of Service)
mechanisms of mobile networks, TCP-ME is designed to
differentiate the packets loss caused by wireless errors, traffic
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conditioning mechanism of mobile core networks, and Internet
congestion, and then to react to the packet loss accordingly.
To detect wireless errors, the authors suggested to mark the
ACK (Acknowledge) packets in the uplink direction at the
base station, and the marking threshold is a function of the
instantaneous downlink queue and the number of consecutive
HARQ retransmissions. Inspired by TCP-New Jersey [52], the
ECN mechanism is modified with deterministic marking to
detect Internet congestion. The packet loss caused by traffic
conditioners of mobile networks is detected if the incoming
DUPACK is not marked. TCP-ME adapts the inter-packets
intervals when the packet loss is caused by wireless errors
or admission control mechanism. If the packet loss is due
to Internet congestion, TCP-ME applies TCP-New Reno’s
congestion window adaptation algorithm. Simulation results
show that TCP-ME can improve about 80% web service
response time in mobile networks.

ACK Mechanisms: As discussed in the measure studies,
in mobile networks, the hybrid ARQ and RLC retransmission
can cause the increased delay and the rate variability, which,
together with the requirement of in-order delivery, translate to
ACK compression. The bursty ACK arrivals lead to release of
a burst of packets from the TCP sender, which may result in
multiple packet losses, thus delaying the service response time.
To address the ACK compression problem, several methods
have been proposed, such as ACK congestion control [53],
ACK filtering [54], and ACK prioritization [55]. Regarding
mobile networks, Chan and Ramjee [56] introduced an ACK
regulator to alleviate the impact of ACK compression. The
regulation algorithm assures that the TCP sender is operated
mainly in the congestion avoidance phase by limiting the
maximum number of buffer overflow losses to one. In the
algorithm, the ACK regulator sends an arriving ACK back
toward the TCP sender only when the available buffer space
is enough at least for one data packet. Therefore, the ACK
regulator allows at most one buffer overflow packet loss. The
ACK regulator can significantly improve the TCP throughput
while slightly increases the RTT. As a result, it reduces the
overall service response time.

However, the methods based on ACK management may
reduce the performance of TCP sender due to the delayed
ACK. To minimize the impact of ACK regulations on the TCP
sender, Ming-Chit et al. [57] proposed ACE (Acknowledge-
ment based on CWND Estimation), which varies the number
of acknowledged packets per ACK according to the sender’s
CWND. The larger the CWND, the more acknowledged
packets per ACK, and vice versa. Therefore, the number of
ACK sent on the uplink is reduced without introducing much
impact on the TCP sender.

5) Session Layer Techniques: The goals of session layer
optimization are three-folds: to reduce the number of DNS
lookups, to optimize the number of concurrent TCP connec-
tions, and to minimize the TCP idle time.

Reducing DNS lookups: Web based Internet applications
usually access content from different servers. To download
the content, the DNS protocol is frequently used to resolve
the server names. Considering the large RTT of wireless
networks, frequent DNS queries introduce significant delays to
web service. Therefore, reducing the number of DNS lookups

can accelerate the web based applications. One method is to
configure the web browser to explicitly point to a cache proxy.
In this way, the mobile user only need to lookup the DNS of
the cache proxy, and only open connections with the cache
proxy. The cache proxy will perform all the DNS queries
over wireline networks, thus reducing the service response
latency. Another method is to rewrite the URLs contained in
the HTML [58]. In this method, the rewriting proxy intercepts
the HTML file from the web server, and adds the IP address
of the proxy server as a prefix to the URLs. As a result, the
web clients recognize the proxy server as the only web content
server, and thus frequent DNS queries are avoided.

Reducing concurrent TCP links: Concurrent TCP con-
nections may deteriorate the web performance in wireless
networks. Session layer techniques include URL rewriting,
DNS rewriting, and content bundling. As discussed in the
previous paragraph, after URL rewriting, the web clients only
open TCP connections with the proxy server, thus minimizing
the number of TCP connections. In DNS rewriting, the DNS
rewriting proxy intercepts the DNS servers’ responses and
attach the IP address of the cache proxy at the top of the
returned IP lists [58]. As a result, the cache proxy is the first
choice for the web client. The IP addresses of the original
servers work as backups in case the cache proxy is unavailable
due to mobility. Therefore, the number of TCP connections
can be reduced in the same way as explained in the URL
rewriting. Content bundling groups all the embeded objects in
a single file. Therefore, the web clients do not have to establish
multiple TCP connections to download the embeded objects
from different servers.

Reducing TCP idle time: With limited processing abil-
ities, the mobile devices may require relevant long time to
parse the received data, and then send the next request. As a
result, the TCP sender may stay in an idle status waiting for
the incoming requests. Waiting in the TCP idle status delays
the response time of web based applications. To address this
problem, Gomez et al. [59] introduced the parse and push
proxy that parses the HTML for the mobile users and pushes
the enlisted objects toward them prior to the requests. On the
client side, the mobile users always check their local cache
before requesting the content; if the contents have been pushed
into their local cache by the proxy, the mobile users retrieve
the content from the cache; otherwise, the mobile users send
the requests to the server. This method reduces both the TCP
idle time and the number of RTTs required to download the
web pages.

C. Cross Domain Techniques

Cross domain techniques optimize the interactions between
applications/content and the underlying networks. These tech-
niques can be classified into two categories: content adaptation
techniques and protocol adaptation techniques.

1) Content Adaptation Techniques: Content adaptation
techniques accelerate the mobile web services by tailoring
the original content to fit the mobile networks and mobile
devices. The benefits of content adaptations are two folds:
for the network, the content adaptations help to reduce the
data volume of web pages, thus alleviating the long latency
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caused by the low bandwidth; for the mobile device, by
fitting the content to mobile devices’ capabilities such as
screen size, memory size and processing speed, the content
adaptations save the time spent on rendering the complex
web pages on mobile devices [60]. The content adaptation
techniques can be classified into three categories: proxy-based
content adaptation, application-aware adaptation, and page-
layout adaptation [61].

• Proxy based adaptation: this approach does not require
any modification on either the content server or the web
browsers. All the web communication are redirected to
the proxy, where the content are adapted according to
the the characteristics of mobile devices and the network
conditions. The proxy decides the appropriate adaptations
to mobile devices [62].

• Application-aware adaptation: in application-aware
adaptation, applications and the operating system coop-
erate to adapt the content for subscribers. The operating
systems carry the centralized content adaptations at the
system level such as monitoring the resource level and
arbitrating the application concurrency, while individual
applications take care of application specific adaptation
such as selecting the fidelity of the contents [63].

• Web page layout adaptation: in web page layout adap-
tation, the layouts of the web are reconstructed to fit the
users’ preferences. Web page layout adaptations can be
implemented either in the proxy [64] or in the mobile
devices [65]. If the adaptations are implemented in the
proxy, the proxy will re-author the web content according
to the predefined rules and policies. If the adaptations are
installed on mobile devices, they provide subscribers a
summary of the web content, from which the subscribers
can choose the extended views of the web page.

2) Protocol Adaptation Techniques: The interactions be-
tween the application behavior and the underlying protocols
have a significant impact on network performance, and if not
properly considered, they may completely negate the improve-
ment achieved by optimizing the underlying protocols [66].
Therefore, application awareness is required to accelerate the
delivery in wireless networks. Application aware acceleration
techniques can recognize the application types, and optimize
the underlying protocol according to the characteristics of
the applications. A3 [66] is an application aware acceleration
software that can recognize FTP, CIFS and SMTP and HTTP
protocol based on the session thin messages, and optimize
them accordingly. A3 integrates five techniques: transaction
prediction and prefetching to predict the users’ next requests
and pre-retrieve them, redundant and aggressive retransmis-
sion to protect session control messages from loss, prioritized
fetching to fetch important data first with respect to the ap-
plication performance, infinite buffering to prevent a network
connection termination because of the small receiving buffer
of mobile devices, and application aware encoding to use
application specific information to better encode or compress
the data. Upon recognizing the application, these techniques
are specified according to the application’s characteristics, thus
achieving better performance than application-blind accelera-
tion.

V. MOBILE DATA OFFLOADING

Mobile data services usually experience longer latency
because mobile networks have lower bandwidth and less
reliable connections than wireline networks. Mobile data of-
floading enables subscribers to utilize high rate networks, such
as WiFi, to retrieve the content, thus accelerating content
delivery. There are two mechanisms that can be applied to
offload mobile data traffic: direct data offloading and network
aggregation.

A. Direct Data Offloading

Existing mobile data traffic offloading mechanisms can be
classified into two categories. The first category of mecha-
nisms is offloading mobile traffic through opportunistic com-
munications. In this method, instead of downloading content
from infrastructure, mobile users can share their content with
each other via peer-to-peer collaborations. The other explores
the metro scale WiFi networks to offload mobile data traffic.

1) Offloading through opportunistic communications: This
type of traffic offloading mechanisms relies on the mobile
users to disseminate the content. Given a set of mobile users
who request some content from the servers, the offloading
mechanism selects a subset of users and deliver the content
to them through cellular networks. The subset of users further
disseminates the content through opportunistic ad-hoc commu-
nications to those users outside the subset. The key designing
issue is to select the subset of users in order to maximize
traffic offloading. Han et al. [67] proposed a mechanism to
select the subset of users based on either users’ activities
or mobilities. However, their mechanism does not guarantee
the performance of content delivery in term of delay. To
meet the delay requirements, Whitbeck et al. [68] proposed
to push the content to the users through cellular networks
when ad-hoc communications will fail to deliver the content
within some target delay. Li et at. [69] analyzed the mobile
data offloading problem mathematically. They formulated the
offloading problem as a submodular function maximization
problem, and proposed several algorithms to achieve the
optimal solution. To encourage mobile users participate in
the traffic offloading, Zhou et al. [70] proposed an incentive
framework that motivate users to leverage their delay tolerance
for cellular data offloading. Mashhadi et al. [71] proposed
a proactive caching mechanism for mobile users in order to
offload the mobile traffic. When the local storage does not have
the requested content, the proactive caching mechanism will
set a target delay for this request, and explores opportunities to
retrieve data from the neighboring mobile nodes. The proactive
cache mechanism requests data from cellular networks when
the target delay is violated.

2) Offloading through metro scale WiFi: The other type
of mechanisms is to explore the metro scale WiFi networks
to offload cellular data traffic. Lee et al. [72] showed from
their measurement results that a user is in WiFi coverage for
70% of the time on average, and if users can tolerate a two
hour delay in data transfer, the network can offload about
70% cellular traffic to WiFi networks. Deshpande et al. [73]
compared the performance of 3G and metro scale WiFi for ve-
hicular network access and showed that even though suffering
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Fig. 10. pTCP structure [78].

frequent disconnections, WiFi delivers high throughput when
connected. Gass et al. [74] pointed out that the full potential
of WiFi access points in term of the transmission rate is not
reached and is limited to the rate of the backhaul connection
to which the access point is connected. To eliminate backhaul
bottlenecks, Gass et al. [75] proposed In-Motion proxy and
Data Rendezvous protocol to enable download large amounts
of data during short period opportunistic WiFi connections.
In-Motion proxy prefetches the users’ requesting data from
the original server to its local cache, and streams the data to
the users when they are connected to WiFi access points. In-
Motion proxy enables large data transfers to be completed
with several short connection durations. Data Rendezvous
protocol eliminates the bottlenecks between In-Motion proxy
and WiFi access points through access point prediction and
selection. Balasubramanian et al. [76] proposed to offload
the delay tolerance traffic such as email and file transfer to
WiFi networks. When WiFi networks are not available or
experiencing blackouts, data traffic is fast switched back to
3G networks to avoid violating the applications’ tolerance
threshold. Han and Ansari [77] designed a content pushing
system which pushes the content to mobile users through
opportunistic WiFi connections. The system responds a user’s
pending requests or predicted users’ future requests, codes
these requested contents by using Fountain codes, predicts the
user’s routes, and prelocates the coded content to the WiFi
access points along the user’s routes. When the users connect
to these WiFi access points, the requested content is delivered
to the users via the WiFi connections.

B. Network Aggregation

Network Aggregation techniques enable users to utilize
multiple radio interfaces to download content and thus reduc-
ing the content delivery delay. In this subsection, we describe
recent network aggregation methods: pTCP [78], MAR [79],
and Supper-aggregation [80].

1) pTCP: pTCP is a parallel TCP structure that aggregates
bandwidth of different networks. As shown in Fig. 10, pTCP
structure contains pTCP, which acts as a central engine that
interacts with applications, IP networks, and TCP-v. pTCP
creates one TCP-v as a virtual TCP pipe for each radio

Fig. 11. Web connection procedure.

interface. TCP-v relies on traditional TCP protocol to realize
reliable transmission. pTCP maintains the central send and
receive buffers across all the pipelines, and schedule the
transmission over all the TCP-v pipelines according to their
link conditions.

2) MAR: MAR is a mobile access router that provides
internet access to users on a commuter bus via aggregating
the bandwidth of multiple WWAN networks. Mobile users
use short range wireless interfaces such as WiFi and Bluetooth
to connect to MAR. MAR routes users’ requests through the
aggregated radio links. The advantage of MAR is that it does
not require any modification on neither users’ devices nor
content servers.

3) Super-aggregation: Super-aggregation aims intelligently
to aggregate multiple radio interfaces to achieve better network
enhancements. Instead of simply aggregating the radio inter-
faces, super-aggregation assigns different radio interfaces with
different tasks based on their link characteristics. It contains
three principles: selective offloading, proxying, and mirroring.
With respect to selective offloading, super-aggregation offloads
the ACK messages of WiFi networks to 3G networks to
addresses the ACK congestion in the uplink of WiFi networks.
It utilizes the 3G link as a monitoring proxy that reports
the blackout events to the WiFi networks. Upon receiving
the report, WiFi link freezes the current TCP status to avoid
CWND reductions. Regarding mirroring, super-aggregation
utilizes 3G links as a redundant link to fetch the loss packets.

VI. WEB CONTENT DELIVERY ACCELERATION SYSTEM

The procedure of provisioning wireless web services is
shown in Fig. 11. Before the web clients can fetch data
from the server, they have to conduct DNS query and TCP
handshake processes, which costs at leat two RTTs. Given the
large RTT of the mobile networks, such processes introduce
significant delays to the service response time. In addition, the
clients are prone to open multiple TCP connection simultane-
ously, which results in the RTT inflation as discussed in the
previous section. To accelerate the web content delivery, we
have to reduce the number of RTTs required to download the
web pages, and to shorten the length of RTTs. In this section,
we overview the existing web content delivery acceleration
systems.
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Fig. 12. GPRSWeb [28].

A. Web Acceleration System

Web based applications are among most popular mobile
applications. Therefore, accelerating web content delivery is
essential in mobile networks. Web acceleration systems that
integrate several optimization techniques at different layers in
OSI stack are effective tools for the web delivery acceleration.
In this subsection, we discuss and compare several of the
existing web acceleration systems in mobile networks.

1) GPRSWeb: GPRSWeb [28] is a proxy based web opti-
mization system. As shown in Fig. 12, GPRSWeb applies a
dual proxy architecture consisting of a link-aware middleware
in mobile devices and a server proxy located in the wired-
wireless border. At the client side, the Connection Manager
takes users’ requests from the web browser and passes them
to the Connection module. This module checks whether the
requested content is cached by the Cache Manager. If there
is no matched content, the Connection module invokes a
Server Stub to issue a request to the server proxy, and a
Response Handler to process the reply. The response handler
also interacts with the cache manager to update the cache state.
In the server proxy, Client Stubs receive the clients’ requests
and pass them to the Server Control Module. This module
checks the Server Cache for responses to clients’ requests.
If the objects are not cached in the server cache, the Server
controller invokes HTTP Stubs to download the objects from
the remote Internet server. Then, these objects are sent to the
Client Stub through the Response Sender. The client stubs
coordinate data compression and other optimizations before
the response is finally sent back to the client proxy. GPRSWeb
has four main mechanisms to improve the web performance
over GPRS networks. First, GPRSWeb applies the UDP-
based transport layer Protocol to accelerate the web content
delivery. The GPRSWeb transport protocol runs between the

server proxy the the client side middleware. By incorporating
the UDP based protocol, GPRSWeb mitigates the problems
of TCP, such as slow startup and ACK compression, and
achieves better bandwidth utilization. By relying on RLC
layer retransmission, the UDP based transport protocol realizes
reliable message transfer. Second, the extended caching is
integrated to reduce the number of RTTs required to download
the web pages. The extended caching is a SHA (Secure
Hash Algorithm) based caching protocol that can effectively
increase the hit rates of the client caching. Third, GPRSWeb
applies data compression techniques to reduce the traffic
volume over wireless networks. It utilizes gzip to compress
the raw data while using delta encoding algorithms to update
the cached contents. Fourth, the parse-and-push mechanism
is implemented to reduce the idle period of the wireless link
during a web page download. The proxy server parses the
HTML files and pushes the contents into the clients’ local
cache before they are requested.

2) WebAccel: WebAccel [81] is a client side web ser-
vice enhancement system that integrates three optimization
techniques: the prioritized fetching, object reordering, and
connection management. WebAccel consists of three function
modules: prioritized fetching, object reordering, and connec-
tion management. The prioritized fetching mechanism fetches
objects according to their priority levels. In WebAccel, on-
screen objects are granted higher priority than the off-screen
ones. Therefore, the on-screen objects are always fetched
with higher priorities. As illustrated in Fig. 13, the on screen
objects−objects1, 2, and 3−are fetched first. In this way, We-
bAccel addresses the screen contention problem, and thus im-
proves the user-perceived response time. The object reordering
algorithm improves the bandwidth utilization through the inter
connections reordering and the intra connection reordering.
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Fig. 13. WebAccel [81].

Inter connection reordering reschedules the object requests
across the connections to balance the load distribution over
concurrent TCP connections. While the intra connection re-
ordering reorders the sequence of the object requests according
to the TCP status. For example, WebAccel sends small objects
in the slow start phase of TCP and sends the larger objects in
the congestion avoidance phase. The connection management
mechanism maintains an optimal number of concurrent TCP
connections to improve the bandwidth utilization as well as to
mitigate the service delay caused by self-congestion. As shown
in Fig. 13, the connection management mechanism maintains
three TCP connections to optimize the bandwidth utilization.

3) Nett-Gain: The Nett-Gain platform is a commercialized
mobile network acceleration system which provides optimiza-
tion at both the transport layer and application layer [82]. The
system protocol stack is shown in Fig. 14. It supports both
a dual proxy model and a clientless model which does not
require the middle-ware at the client side. At the application
layer, Nett-Gain enhances the transmission rate controller by
estimating the network availability using the packet delay and
delay derivatives as indicators. Such indicators can reflect
the network availability timely and quantitatively, and thus
enable an accurate insight of the network congestion. The
dual proxy model adopts WBST (Wireless Boosted Session
Transport) [83], which is a UDP/IP based transport protocol.
WBST does not requires three way handshake and eliminates
TCP slow start. For the clientless mode, TCP+ is applied to
maintain the semantics and form of the standard TCP with the
improved rate controller. At the application layer, the Nett-
Gain platform optimizes the HTTP protocol by incorporating
GetAll for the dual proxy mode and HTTP+ for the clientless
mode. However, details of the techniques are not disclosed to
the public. In addition, Nett-Gain applies various compression
techniques, such as image reduction, animation reduction,
header and request compression, and so on.

4) Macara: The Bytemobile Macara platform [59] is an-
other commercialized web content delivery accelerator which

accelerates the mobile networks by reducing the number of
RTTs for data transfer in the transactions with TCP and HTTP.
The HTTP protocol is replaced by the Macara Dynamic In-
terleaving technology that minimizes the latency of web page
downloading. The platform imposes the use of multiple TCP
connections and merges multiple data requests and responses.
Extended caching and content format adaption is also applied.

5) NPS: NPS (Non-interfering Prefetching System) [84]
is a prefetching system for web service that can avoid the
interferences between prefetch and demand requests at the
server as well as in the networks. NPS only uses the spare
resources to prefetch the web contents. To avoid interferences
with demand request at the server level, NPS monitors and
restricts the prefetch load on the server. To avoid the interfer-
ences at the network level, it applies TCP-Nice [85] which
is a congestion control protocol designed for low priority
network traffic. NPS gives lower priority to the prefetching
requests than the demand requests to avoid delay incurred
by the prefetching requests in rendering of demand pages.
Aggressive prefetching may result in the cache pollution, and
thus reduces the cache efficiency. To address this problem,
NPS applies two heuristics to regulate the prefetching. First,
it limits the ratio of prefetched bytes to demand bytes sent to
a client. Second, it sets the Expires HTTP header to a value
in the relatively near future to encourage clients to evict the
prefectched content earlier.

6) pTHINC: pTHINC [86] is a PDA thin client system that
leverages the more powerful web server to render the web
pages, and then send the simple screen updates to the PDA for
display. It consists of a client reviewer and a pTHINC server.
The client reviewer takes the input commands from the users,
and send them to the pTHINC server. The server processes
the command, and virtualizes and resizes the display, and
then sends the screen updates back to the clients. pTHINC
provides the user a persistent web session that allows the
user to reconnect to a web session after a disconnection.
This functions benefits the mobile users who experience
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Fig. 14. Nett-Gain platform [82].

intermittent wireless connections. pTHINC can achieve up to
8 times better performance than the native browser in terms
of the web service latency.

7) Chameleon: Chameleon [87] is a URICA (Usage-awaRe
Interactive Content Adaptation) prototype that adapts image-
rich web pages for browsing over bandwidth limited wireless
links. It trades the image fidelity for the image loading latency.
URICA consists of three components: the client application,
the adaptation proxy, and the content server. The adaptation
proxy adapts the images according to the predictions from the
prediction engine that uses the statistics-based policies and
the personalized adaptation schedule. The client application
allows users to send feedback to the adaptation proxy if they
are not satisfied with the image quality. By receiving the
feedback, the adaptation server enhances the image fidelity
accordingly and saves the user’s preferences for future refer-
ences. Chameleon can save up to 65% latency and up to 80%
bandwidth consumptions for mobile web browsing.

8) Silo: Silo [88] is designed to minimize the number of
HTTP requests needed to render a web page. Silo leverages
the Javascript and DOM (Document Object Model) storage to
minimize the number of HTTP requests. Silo applies the DOM
storage to allow the web page maintain a key value database
on the client. As illustrated in Fig. 15b, when a web client
requests a silo enabled web page, the server responds with a
small Javascript that checks the available chunks on the client
side and sends back the information to the server. Then, the
server sends a lists of the chunks contained in the web page
as well as the missing chunks to the client. As compared to
the standard HTTP protocol shown in Fig. 15a, Silo reduces
the number of RTTs required to fetch the objects contained in
the web page by minimizing the HTTP requests, and avoids
TCP slow start for unnecessary HTTP connections.

B. Web Acceleration System Summary

The optimization techniques that are adopted in the web
acceleration systems are summarized in Table I.

VII. MULTIMEDIA CONTENT DELIVERY ACCELERATION

The media streaming protocols can be classified into two
catalogs: push-based protocols and pull-based protocols [89].
The push-based protocols are UDP-based, e.g., RTSP, in
which the media server continually streams the packets to
the client until the session is torn down. The pull-based
protocols are TCP-based, e.g., HTTP, in which the client
requests the content actively from the media server. The HTTP
streaming that relies on TCP is preferred for internet video
applications due to its lower cost and easier implementation
[90]. Popular video sharing websites, e.g. YouTube, YouKu,
and MySpace, almost exclusively apply HTTP streaming . The
leading solution providers, e.g. Microsoft [90], Apple [91], and
Adobe [92], have proposed their video delivery applications
based on HTTP. The standardization organizations IETF and
3GPP also proposed specifications on HTTP based streaming
[93], [94]. In this section, we overview the techniques that
accelerate HTTP based multimedia content delivery.

A. Adaptive Streaming

Two approaches have been proposed for HTTP-based video
streaming: progressive download and adaptive streaming. The
progressive download approach simply transfers the entire
video file as soon as possible. The client requests the video
content with certain bit rates according to the client’s available
bandwidth. The server responds with the requested video
content. When the client’s playback buffer is filled, the client
starts playing the media. At the same time, it continues
downloading the media in the background with the same bit
rates until it finishes the download or the user tears down
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(a) (b)

Fig. 15. Silo protocol [88]: (a) the standard HTTP protocol; (b) the Silo protocol.

TABLE I
OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES ADOPTED IN VARIOUS WEB ACCELERATION SYSTEMS

Systems Proxy Module Acceleration Techniques

GPRSWeb [28] Dual Proxies UDP-based transport protocol, SHA-based caching, parse and push, data compression, delta encoding.

WebAccel [81] Client side proxy Object reordering, TCP optimization, prioritized fetching, inter connections load balancing.

Nett-Gain [82] Dual or single Proxies TCP and HTTP optimization, image reduction, animation reduction, request compression.

Macara [59] Dual Proxies TCP and HTTP optimization, caching, content adaption.

NPS [84] Single proxy TCP optimization, interference-aware prefetching.

pTHINC [86] Dual proxies Thin client protocol, content adaptation.

Chameleon [87] Dual proxies Image quality feedback protocol, content adaptation.

Silo [88] Client Side Proxy Silo application layer protocol, DOM storage caching.

the connection. The client can play the media smoothly as
long as the playback rate is not larger than the download
rate. However, to ensure good performance, streaming over
TCP requires the network bandwidth that is twice that of the
video rate [95]. Such bandwidth requirements are unable to
be guaranteed, especially in mobile networks. As a result,
if the available bandwidth shrinks, the client may suffer a
long latency or frequent interruption during the playback.
Addressing the problem with progressive download, adaptive
streaming allows either the client or server to adjust the
media bit rates according to the available bandwidth, and can
alleviate the performance deterioration caused by bandwidth
variations. Adaptive streaming can be achieved through stream
switching mechanisms, in which the video content is encoded
into different bit rates and quality levels, and is partitioned into
fragments of a few second long. The outgoing video segments
are switched among alternate encodings of a stream based on
the either the server’s estimations or the client’s requests.

Adaptive streaming is an essential video content delivery
techniques in mobile networks where users usually experi-
ence unstable wireless channel with bursty packet losses that
result in various available bandwidth for the video streaming
applications. To accommodate the adverse channel condition,
adaptive streaming is applied to switch to a lower bit rate
streaming, thus reducing the congestion and sustaining the

video streaming [96]. Therefore, video adaptive mechanisms
are the key component of HTTP-based adaptive streaming.
They are expected to timely and accurately map the channel
conditions to the bit rates of the video files. Otherwise, the
large reaction delay of the rate-based adaptive mechanism can
either degrade the user perceived quality, or introduce a delay
spike and freeze the streaming. The adaptive mechanisms can
either be implemented at the client side or at the server side.
We discuss these mechanisms respectively.

1) Client Side Mechanisms: Client side adaptive algorithms
are usually implemented in the video player. The sever informs
the clients about the available audio and video bit rates and
resolutions through the manifest file. The player requests the
media content with proper bitrates according to the estimated
available bandwidth. We discuss the adaptive algorithms of
two commercialized video player: Microsoft Silverlight and
Netflix Player.

Microsoft Silverlight smooth streaming player starts with
requesting lowest bitrates, and gradually increases the re-
questing bitrates to the highest available bitrates. The smooth
streaming player uses several per-fragment throughput to
estimate the available bandwidth rather than using the latest
fragment throughput. Such rate adaption mechanism intro-
duces a reaction delay. As a result, Microsoft Silverlight tends
to neglect the short bandwidth spikes, e.g., 2 seconds spike
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and 5 seconds spikes, and reacts to relevant large spikes (10
seconds) till 40 seconds after the spikes [97].

As compared to Microsoft Silverlight smooth streaming
player, Netflix player is more aggressive [97]. It estimates
the negative bandwidth spikes by using a smoothed version
of the underlying per-fragment throughput while estimating
the positive bandwidth spikes based on the instantaneous
measurements. Therefore, Netflix player attempts to deliver
highest possible encoding rate even when the bandwidth is
not sufficient, and it neglects the negative bandwidth spikes.
To compensate for the lack of the available bandwidth, Netflix
uses a large playback buffer size, which results in a long start
up latency.

Although both Microsoft Silverlight smooth streaming
player and Netflix player fail to adjust their bitrates to the
available bandwidth timely, they perform very well in wired
networks. Because wired networks usually have large band-
width, the playback buffer can be filled quickly after the
short lived negative bandwidth spikes. However, the wireless
networks, which have only limited bandwidth, may require
relative long time to fill the playback buffer. As a result, the
streaming can be freezed while the playback buffer drains
away.

One reason for the large reaction delay is that the video
players tend to estimate the available bandwidth based on a
smoothed version of the underlying throughput rather than
the latest throughput. These estimators work well in wired
networks, but they may cause problems in wireless networks
as discussed above. In addition to available bandwidth estima-
tors, the protocol latency delays the application layer actions in
adapting to the available bandwidth. To improve the bandwidth
utilization, the servers usually maintain a large send buffer.
The data in the send buffer may wait for several RTTs until
they can be sent out, and thus the data formats may not
reflect the current network conditions. Tuning the send buffer
can significantly reduce the TCP protocol latency [98] , and
therefore may reduce the reaction delay.

2) Server Side Algorithms: There are three major categories
of server side adaptive algorithms: application-layer band-
width estimation based algorithms, TCP stack-based band-
width estimation based algorithms, and priority streaming
algorithms [99].

• Application layer bandwidth estimation: this approach
estimates the available bandwidth based on the time spent
to transmit a specific media content in the blocking
TCP socket [100]. As shown in Fig. 16, the delivery
process sends the media content to a blocking TCP
socket, and writes the delivery rate statistics to share
memory segments periodically. The application process
reads the statistics from the shared memory segments,
and configures the media transcoder accordingly.

• TCP based bandwidth estimation: this method utilizes
TCP statistics such as current CWND, RTT and ACKs to
estimate the available bandwidth [101]. Argyriou [102]
proposed a simple model that estimates the available
bandwidth and expected content deterioration based on
TCP statistics, and then encodes the media content ac-
cordingly.

• Priority Streaming: priority streaming [103] is designed

Fig. 16. Application layer bandwidth estimation [100].

to improve the quality of video in a period of time, which
is guarded by the so called deadline. The video stream
is split into segments. The video syntax elements such
as slices, frames, and layers are reordered according to
their priorities. Each segment has a sending deadline,
after which, the server discards the current segment and
switches to the next segment. The video quality depends
on how many video syntax elements are received for the
video segment before its sending deadline.

B. Other Methods

Besides adaptive streaming, many other techniques can
be applied to enhance the multimedia delivery over mobile
networks. In this subsection, we discuss several popular tech-
niques that can effectively improve the delivery latency.

1) Multicast Scheduling Optimization: Multicast is an ef-
ficient method to deliver multimedia content to a group of
users who request the same content. Instead of scheduling an
individual user at each time slot, multicast enables NodeBs to
schedule a group of users at a time slot. Therefore, mutlicast
not only minimizes the utilization of network resources, but
also reduces the delivery latency of mutlimedia content. How-
ever, in multicast, NodeBs can only transmit to one multicast
group at one data rate. Because subscribers in the multicast
group may experience different channel fading, the users’
achievable data rates are different. NodeBs have to transmit at
the lowest achievable data rates of the users in the group; oth-
erwise, the users with the largest channel fading cannot decode
the information. This multicast scheme limits the throughput
of users with small channel fading, and thus may degrade their
QoE. Won et al. [104] proposed a multicast proportional fair
scheduler to improve the multicast throughput. The idea of the
multicast scheduler is to let the users with poor channel quality
receive a base level of service and enhance the service quality
of the users with good channel. The multicast proportional fair
scheduler improves the multicast throughput and accelerates
the content distribution in mobile networks.

2) Multiple HTTP/TCP Connections: in this approach, the
client opens multiple HTTP/TCP connections with the server.
One of the advantages of this method is that multiple con-
nections can avoid the delay caused by TCP slow start. The
other advantage is that multiple connections can alleviate the
throughput reduction effect caused by packet loss since the
probabilities that all concurrent TCP connections experience
packet loss are small. Therefore, Multiple HTTP/TCP con-
nections can alleviate the streaming performance deterioration
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on Internet caused by packets loss [105], [106], and by
insufficient bandwidth [107]. However, in wireless networks,
the concurrent TCP connection may result in self-congestion,
and thus introduce additional latency.

3) Priority-based Protection: in this method, the media
contents are given different protection in terms of FEC and
retransmission opportunities according to their importance.
In [108], frame priorities are associated with the RLC layer
protection in 3G networks. Important frames are given higher
priorities, and thus gain more protection in term of more
retransmission opportunities. In [109], different layers of the
layered video content are granted different error protections
by limiting the retransmission attempts according to their
priorities.

4) Multiple Path Aggregation: As discussed in the previous
section, network aggregation can increase the bandwidth and
reliability of wireless networks. Such advantages benefit media
delivery in wireless networks. Miu et al. [110] proposed
to use multiple channel simultaneously or to switch among
them based on the channel condition to reduce the media
transmission latency over WLAN. In [111], [112], the authors
proposed to exploit the diversity of multiple WWAN and to
aggregate lower capacity wide area data channels together
to create a single high bandwidth channel for multimedia
applications. Kaspar et al [113] used HTTP range requests
to download video segments over multiple wireless links.

5) Cooperative Delivery: In wireless networks, users may
experience bad channel quality due to wireless fading and the
distance between the users and the base stations. Such adverse
environment causes packet losses and introduces additional
delay. Relying nearby wireless peers to relay the packets
can be one effective method against the erroneous channel
conditions. Li et al. [114] proposed a multi source streaming
system that leverages the wireless peers by having them form a
joint sender group with the server. Lu et al. [115] proposed an
opportunistic retransmission protocol by using the overhearing
nodes as relays to retransmit the failed packets on behalf of
the source.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this survey, we have presented an overview on content de-
livery acceleration solutions in mobile networks. By studying
the live network measurements, we have identified the major
obstacles that delay the content delivery over mobile networks.
Afterward, we have classified the solutions on accelerating
content delivery in mobile networks into three categories:
mobile system evolution, content and network optimization,
and mobile data offloading, and discussed content delivery
acceleration solutions in each category, respectively. Consid-
ering the web service and video streaming as two of the
most important services in future mobile networks, we have
provided an overview of web content delivery acceleration
systems, and discussed the HTTP-based adaptive streaming
techniques. Therefore, this survey is a useful reference for
further investigation.

In recent years, tremendous efforts have been paid on
accelerating service delivery in mobile networks from both
academia and industries. However, mobile network latency
is still too large to satisfy users’ expectations. There are

still many open challenges to be answered. For the web
service delivery, to our best knowledge, most of the existing
web acceleration systems do not integrate the network layer
acceleration techniques. Besides, the interactions of different
content delivery acceleration approaches are seldom studied.
In addition, how to implement the prefecthing mechanism with
a reasonable pricing policy is still under investigation.

For the multimedia delivery, the current stream adaptive
algorithms are unable to track the time-varying network ca-
pacities. The measurement of Akamai HD Streaming services
showed that it took about 150 seconds to match the video
bitrates to the available bandwidth. Such delay may result
in longer playback latency. The client indicates the nega-
tive bandwidth spikes to the server with a delay of about
seven seconds, and the server takes another seven seconds
to respond [116]. Such reaction delay may result in playback
interruptions. The adaptive control algorithms developed for
UDP based streaming can be borrowed; however, since TCP
has its own congestion control mechanism, the correlation
between the TCP control and adaptive encoding should be
studied carefully. In addition, with the increasing popularity
of HD (High Definition) and 3D videos, users expects to view
these high quality video readily over wireless networks. Since
most of existing video delivery systems trade video quality
for delivery latency, ensuring a low latency without sacrificing
the video quality seems an impossible mission for currently
available systems.
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